The demolition of 27 mosques confirmed

Friends of Humanity Organization issues an extensive report regarding the violation of the occupation forces to houses of worship in Gaza Strip

Friends of Humanity (20.01.2009) / HRWF Int. (22.01.2009) Website: http://www.hrwf.net - Email: info@hrwf.net - Friends of Humanity International issues an extensive report* of the violation of the occupation forces to houses of worship in Gaza Strip. It said in the report that “During the Israeli attack that struck much of the civilian population and many civilian sites, the occupation forces – as admitted, by Israeli officials - have deliberately bombed houses of worship in the Gaza Strip with rockets and heavy bombs under the Israeli comprehensive war against Gaza Strip”.

The organization provided statistics in which it documented the names and the locations of 27 mosques that have been demolished by Israeli occupation forces since the start of the war against Gaza on the 27th of December 2008, (we mention the names as they are recognized by the Palestinians):

*Click on the below link to access the full report http://www.friendsofhumanity.info/en/index.php?subaction=showfull&id=1232435018&archive=&start_from=&ucat=&